Wednesday, September 16 • 5–7 p.m.

**Terrell Carver**, University of Bristol, UK

*Das Kapital*: Critique, History, Knowledge

Please register in advance to receive the Zoom link here: https://yale.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJUtd-ytoTq7jHtkJ3PM1E2q/VuAKsCu0Q2Z1

Contact Leana Hirschfeld Kroen with any questions: leana.hirschfeld.kroen@yale.edu

Terrell Carver is Professor of Political Theory at the University of Bristol, UK. He has published widely on Marx and Engels, including translations, editions and commentary; also on sex, gender, sexuality and masculinity in International Relations; and on post-structuralist methodology and visual analysis. His most recent books include *Marx* and *Engels Before Marx*.

The Franke Lectures are made possible by the generosity of Richard and Barbara Franke, and are intended to present important topics in the Humanities to a wide and general audience.